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Reputation

The agency that boosts your reputation.



Three Laws For An Excellent 
Reputation 
Avoid the reputation pitfalls and take care of 

legitimisation.

Reputation matters to every organisation. A strong reputation ensures loyalty from and goodwill by 

stakeholders and your target audience. That makes reputation a factor for continuity and it increases value. 

In a time and age in which organisations are public property, influencing reputation is not easy. Sometimes 

the reverse of the desired effect happens. To be successful, organisations should not only focus on having a 

good name, but on legitimisation by their stakeholders as well. This calls for a new way of communicating and 

operating that focuses on the social impact of the organisation and how it connects with the stakeholders’ 

interests. How should organisations approach this? 

Influence stakeholders
The company reputation is one of the main concerns for the board of directors.  Organisations see that 

the influence clients and other stakeholders have is growing. When an incident occurs, this is made public 

extremely fast. Most organisations are confronted with a crisis that has the potential to gravely harm the 

organisation’s reputation and inflict massive damage.  

The question of reputation
On the other hand, a lot of organisations reap the benefits of having an excellent reputation. What do they 

do differently? How do they build their reputation and prevent entering the danger zone, especially now that 

organisations are under constant scrutiny by the public eye?
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Offensive en defensive

Organisations can influence their reputation in two ways: 

• Offensive: When things are going well. This is the building of a strong reputation by nurturing 

structural relationships with stakeholders and is aimed at creating a strong preference for and an 

influential position of the organisation. 

• Defensive: This means maintaining or repairing the reputation in times of crisis. Organisations 

in the danger zone primarily seek to restore faith in the organisation. 

It appears that time and again organisations not invest enough in reputation and legitimisation, which 

is why they are unable to build a reputation buffer that protects them in times of crisis. Yet, this could 

cut the organisation’s expenses immensely.
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Pitfalls of reputation 
In order to instill trust and become a brand of choice, reputation management alone will not suffice. In 

reputation management, organisations commonly act from a mindset that is aimed on ege-centred 

communication. This, however, generates the risk of getting a reversed effect. To avoid this pitfall of 

‘reputation washing’, a decent balance between reputation and legitimisation is required. 

Reputation and legitimisation

• Reputation: The level of knowledge about and appreciation of an organisation among 

its stakeholders. Reputation refers to the achievements and performance of an organisation in 

comparison to other organisations. Reputation management is aimed at the good name of a brand 

or an organisation.

• Legitimisation: Legitimisation is about how an organisation deals with the interests of 

individual stakeholders as well as the impact it has on society. It is about legitimitising an organisation’s 

social impact.  

Trust in an organisation’s future is based on social factors 
Research  has shown that trust in the future of an organisation is nowadays based on different factors 

than this has been the case in the past. Up untill the previous decade, trust was mainly based on business 

competence, e.g. financial accomplishments and prosperity, the capacity for innovation and a high standing 

of the CEO. In the future, trust is not based on these traditional reputational factors alone, but on factors 

oriented towards society as well: e.g. listening to the needs of and feedback from stakeholders, putting the 

interests of clients above the pursuit of profit, good employership and operating ethically. 

Reputation and legitimisation 
This means that every organisation must pay attention to five aspects of reputation and legitimisation. Central 

are reciprocal relations: 

• The relation between the organisation and its stakeholders: by keeping the interests of its stakeholders 

at heart, the organisation creates meaningful relations that are rewarding for both parties. 

• The relation between the organisation and society: The role of an organisation in society and its 

contribution to solving social issues. 
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The five aspects of reputation and legitimacy

Performance

Culture & HR

• Values and norms

• Employership

• Ethics

• Integrity

• Transparency

Leadership

Communication

• Transparent communication

• Proactive / reactive communication

• Coherent core messages

• Proper communication resources

• Being opinionated/prepared to take a 

stand

• Share knowledge

• Sharing best practices, expertise etc

• Involvement of stakeholders

• Stakeholder communication

• Client orientation

• Balance between pursuit of profit and 

client interest

• CSR

• Social relevance

Reciprocal relationships

• Products / service quality

• Attractive products / services

• Operational performance

• Capacity for innovation

• Financial gains

• (Potential) growth

• (Thought) leadership of the organisation

• Vision for the future

• Corporate governance policy

• Visibility and exemplary behavior by the 

leaders / administration

Performance

Leadership

Culture & HR

Communication

Reciprocal relationships
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Laws of reputation 
Influencing reputation and legitimisation is not a question of communication, but a question of organisation. 

Efforts must be aligned with the values of an organisation, in order to be credible. This means that the 

activities an organistation undertakes should be diverse. As an organisation, how can you make a difference? 

By keeping in line with the following three laws of reputation:  

1. Listen to your stakeholders carefully
Sensitivity to your environment and your stakeholders’ interests is the foundation for building a good 

reputation and anticipating on potential crises and issues. The organisation must know exactly who its 

stakeholders are, how they feel about the organisation, what they expect from it, and what their strategic 

domains are. Listening well also entails that the organisation has an insight in social developments and the 

general feelings towards the organisation and the sector it operates in. 

2. Agile strategy 
In determining the reputation strategy, the information about the surroundings must be translated into 

strategic choices that seamlessly fit in with the values of the organisation: What is the narrative of the 

organisation, on what points does the organisation want to profile itself, where are the opportunities for 

change and improvement? Because the business environment is in constant change, this demands strong 

capacity to adapt. The strategy must be flexible, agile and it should allow for rapid change and decision 

making if the situation should require so. The strategy should not be a long, static document that is followed 

rigorously, but should allow for an agile course of action. 

 Stakeholder research
Researching how the organisation is regarded and knowing what stakeholders expect from it is 

vital for knowing what activities the organisation should prioritise. Additionally, it serves as valuable 

input for engaging in a dialogue with stakeholders. That is why all possible stakeholders should 

be approached, such as customers, employees, the general public and policy makers. After all, 

organisations are dependent on all of these parties. The biggest pitfall for this kind of research is that 

the results are not used extensively enough, and that the conclusions remain nothing but a static 

instrument. It is important that an organisation realizes where it can improve, and that taking direct 

action to make these improvements happen is absolutely necessary. Equally important is that these 

actions are reported to all the stakeholders for feedback. 
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One possible method to develop such a strategy is to use the OGSM-model (Objectives, Goals, Strategies, 

Measures). In order to use this, the organisation has to answer some questions, besides determining the 

reputation goals: 

• What changes in the organisation and its communication are the most urgent? What basic strategies 

are adequate? (engagement strategy, quality strategy, etc.) 

• Who are the most important stakeholders and what is the best way for the organisation to approach 

them? With which stakeholders can the organisation best work together and whom does the organisation 

have to influence more? 

• At which (social) domains – in line with the own positioning and identity – does the organisation 

have to aim? What domains should be priority? 

• Media and means: Via which means and media does the organisation want to approach stakeholders? 

How can you measure the success rate of this communication? 

3. Involve stakeholders in the execution of the strategy
Earning preference and trust rises or falls with the level of involvement of stakeholders in the execution of 

the reputation strategy. 

• Allow stakeholders to collaborate on courses of action to improve the situation, involve them in 

solving certain issues. 

• Link back results to your internal and external stakeholders, ask for feedback 

• Be open in your communication, about what can and what cannot be adapted; Also explain why this 

is the case. 

• Carefully plan stakeholder meetings and prepare them well. Take care of complete stakeholder 

management, rather than only to a select number of stakeholders. This way, the effect is much greater. 

• Never stop monitoring how stakeholders and your surrounding environment feel about your 

organisation and what they expect from it. Adapt when and where it is necessary.
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Vodafone is an example of a company that successfully reinforces its own reputation and that of 

the sector. Based on insight into the reputation drivers, Vodafone systematically applies stakeholder 

management. In addition, the telecom provider has made adjustments to the product and service 

level, focusing on transparency for the customer. A strong combination of efforts in the field of 

communication and organization.

KNMT, the professional organization of dentists, has successfully built the reputation of dentists 

and its own support in recent years. After a long period of media coverage and stakeholder contacts 

were dominated by a somewhat negative sentiment regarding the rates and earnings of dentists, the 

current, substantive approach contributes to strengthening the reputation and putting the influence 

of a healthy mouth on the general health.
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For more information, please contact: 

Hans Karperien 
Managing Director

T +32 (0)497 07 75 38  
E hans@insticom.be

Av. du Pesage, 130, Waaglaan  |  1050 Brussels

 T +32 (0)2 627.06.00

E  info@insticom.be  |  W insticom.be


